We descl'ibe a fmmework for contmlling a g1'OUp of nonholonomic mobile robots equipped with mnge sen sor'S. The veh'icles an� r' equil' ed to follow a prescr'ibed tmjectory while maintaining a desired fOl'mation. By using the leadeT-following appmach, we formulate the for'mation contml p1'Obiem as a hybrid (mode .switch ing) contml system. We then develop a decision mod1tle that allows the mbots to automatically switch be tween continuous-state control laws to achieve a de s'ired /onnation shape, The stability properties 0/ the cl osed-loop hybr'id system aTe studied using Lyapunov theoTY. We do not use explicit communication be tween robots; instead we integmte optimal estima tion techniques with nonlineaT contmlleTs. Simula tion and expeT'imental results verify the validity of our approach.
Introduction
Research activity in multi-robotic systems has in creased substantially in the last few years, Top ics include cooperative manipulation [9] , multi-robot motion planning, collaborative mapping and explo ration [2] , software architectures for multi-robotic systems [12] , and formation control [6] . 
Formation Control
In this section, we describe a formation of n robots as a tuple F = (1', H) where r is a set of variables describing the relative positions of the robots with respect to the reference robot, and H is a fonnaLion graph describing the control strategy used by each robot. Thus, F is a dynamical system evolving in continuous-time on the interval T = [to, tN] C IE.+. The configuration space for F is C = SE(2)n.
A formation change can be accomplished by us ing the compositional control approach introduced in [3] . The main idea is to define a set of controllers U = {6, . . . ,�p} for each robot. Let il>j and nj be the domain and goal of controller �j, respectively. It is said that controller �i pr' epares controller �k (de noted �i )-�k) if 0; <;;; <l'k. For a given suitably designed set of controllers U, a switching strategy can be found such that the team of robots achieves a desired formation Fd from any initial formation :Fa.
Thus, the control problem of formations of robots can be formulated as a hybrid system whose con tinuous dynamics change in a controlled fashion [7] .
Let g E SE(2) denote the rderence robot's trajec tory. The kinematics of the nonholonornic 'i-robot are given by Xi = Vi cos B;,
In the next subsections we describe briefly three controllers used for formation control purposes. The first two are adopted from [15] . We derived here a third controller that takes into account obstacles.
Separation Bearing Control
In the Se paration Bearing Controller (denoted SBijC), robot Rj follows Ri with a desired sepa ration lf j and a desired relative bearing '¢f j ' by where "iij
The closed-loop linearized system becomes ( 4 ) Figure 2 .
In' this case, the control velocities for the follower become Sik sin �(jk -Sjk sin "iik + Vi cos '¢ik sin "ijk sinbjk -'Iik) Vj cos ,¢jk sin'lik sinbjk -'I ik ) The closed-loop linearized system is (7 )
Controller (denoted SDoC), the outputs of in terest are the separation liJ between the follower robot and leader, and the distance c5 from an obsta cle to the follower. We define a virtual robot Ro, as shown in Figure 3 , which moves on the obstacle's boundary with linear velocity Vo and orientation Bo.
For this case the kinematics of Rj become
where "iij is given in (4) and c5 = inf Ilx j -XObs II · 
Thus, the linearized kinematics become i ij
where kl' ko are positive controller gains, and 50, lf j are desired distances to the obstacle and reference robot, respectively.
Stability Analysis
In this section, we provide stability results for the SEC and SSC, respectively. Proofs are omitted here due to space constraints. Details are discovered in [8] . fOT some positive constant C2 < 1. If the contml velocities (6)-(7) aTe applied to Rk, then system (8) is stable and the output system elT01' of the linear-ized system converges to zero exponentially.
D Remarks
The two output variables in (5) and (8) converge to the desired values arbitrarily fast (de pending on kl and k2)' The main difficulty arises in considering the internal dynamics, for instance Ok in (8) , which depends on the controlled velocity Wk.
The orientation error can be expressed as
After some work, we have
where U is a vector that depends on the output sys tem error and reference angular velocity Wi· 17 (.) is a nonvanishing perturbation for the nominal system in (14) which is (locally) exponentially �table. By using stability of perturbed systems [10] , it can be shown that system (14) is stable, thus the stability results in Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 follow.
A 3-Robot Formation Control Case
We illustrate our approach using three nonholo nomic mobile robots Rl•2,3 moving in an obstade free environment. First, R1, the r-efer-ence robot, follows a given trajectory g(t) E SE ( 2). Second, R2, the leader-robot, follows Rl with SEl2C . Fi nally, R3, the follower, has to maintain a specified distance from Rl and R2, i.e., S13S23C, However, Rs may change its control behavior depending on its position with respect to RI and R2. Thus, for any arbitrary initial configuration, R3 may follow RI or R2 with SB13C or SB23C. Eventually, R3 will switch between different control behaviors in order to reach the desired formation . The palette of con trollers becomes U = {U2UU3}, and U2 := {SEI2C}, U3 = {SB13C,SB23C,S13S23C}, The finite set of discrete formation modes Q = {ql , Q2, q3} is illus trated in Figure 4 .
Assume that q3 E Q is the desired formation :Fd, and :Fo is an initial formation. The hybrid system is designed using the compositional control approach outlined in section 2. Let {"PI, fh}, {iJi2, fh}, and {iJi: l,03} be the {domain, goal} of SE13C, SEnC, S13SnC, respectively. We design the controllers such that 01 � <P3 and O2 � <P:l, then SE13C > S13S 23C, similarly SE23C >-S13S23C, In the next section, we formalize this approach by using Lya punov stability theory to show that under reasonable assumptions :Fd is achieved in a stable manner from any:Fo· The closed-loop formation modes are given by
Actually, the gains kl and k2 can be different in each mode. For simplicity, we use l;he same values in our simulations and experiments. Let the system error be defined as Our robots are equipped with an on-board omni directional vision system. The sensor constraints de termine die switr:hing sequence Sw, R3 may detect Rl, R 2 or both. In some cases, neither Rl nor R 2 are within the fi eld of view of R3. Figure 5 depicts the switching bOllndaries in Cartesian space. Notice the triangle inequality lik + ljk > lij should be satisfied.
If Ri with i = 1,2,3 were collinear, SSG would not be defined, then a SEG 5hould be utilized. Figure 5 : Switching boundaries based on sensor con straints.
The formatioll control object.ive is to drive R3 to a region where it can detect both R1 and R 2 . Thus, the switching control strategy for R3 can be summarized as follows
Stability Analysis
Since a palette of controllers and a swit.ching strat egy are given, we need to verify that the hybrid sys tem is stable provided that each mode shares a com mon equilibrium point Xo E 03. One way to solve this verification problem is to find a common Lya punov function, thus the switched system is stable for any arbitrary fast switching sequence. This is in general a difficult task. A number of approaches have been proposed in the literature to confront this problem (see [11] and the references therein). In our 3-robot formation example: it turns out that un der some reasonable assumptions, there may exist a common Lyapunov function. Therefore, the equi librium point is stable, and the system error of the desired formation mode converges to zero. However, the property of exponential convergence is lost in the switching process. Let V3(e) == V3 + V12 be a Lya punov function candidate for the desired formation :F3 in (17), and It is well known that Lyapunov methods provide conservative stability regions, since we always con sider the worst case. Simulation results reveal that the desired formation is achieved even when some of the assumptions discussed here are not satisfied e.g., positiolls and orientation of R2 and R3 are randomly initialized.
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Simulation and Experimental Re sults
We simulate the switching st.rategy ontlined in sec tion 3.1. As it can be seen in Figure 6 , after some mode switching and obstacle avoidance the 3-Robot 
The Experimental Setup
The mobile robots we use for the experiments are shown in Figure 7 . Each robot has an onboard omni directional vision system, a wireless video transniit tel', and a battery pack. The receiver (located at the host NT computer) feeds the signal to a frame grab ber that is able to capture video at full frame rate (30 Hz.) for image processing. 'l/4j = 1800, respectively. The reference robot follows a circular path. The robustness of the system is verified when we manually hold the follower for a few seconds at t :::: :: 65 s. 
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